BONUS PDF file: All GONE WITH THE WIND Releases in
the USA until its Seventh Release in 1967 – now in 70mm!
– Written by: Gerhard Witte, Berlin (Germany) in winter/spring 2021 –

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Here is a list of all the film´s previous releases in North America. Information taken from
the trade magazines "Motion Picture Daily", "Motion Picture Herald", "Motion Picture
Exhibitor", "Boxoffice" and "The Film Daily" from this time – source: the impressive
non-profit library "Internet Archive" (especially from the collections
of the "Library of Congress" in Washington, D.C.)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Film´s First Release: – on 15.12.1939, the big one (World Premiere) in Atlanta
(Georgia). For the festive event the entrance of Loew´s "Grand Theatre" had been a
little bit dressed up like "Twelve Oaks" – the Wilkes family´s plantation house.
More information about this premiere is
available in the report´s attached BONUS PDF
file: Gone with the Wind in 35mm and some
of its premieres back then (24 pages).
The article below is from "Motion Picture
Daily" dated 23.02.1940:
Wind Ends Atlanta Run;
$250,000 for 10 Weeks
ATLANTA, Ga., Feb.22. – Gone with the
Wind last night ended a record 10-week run at
the "Grand", where it had its world premiere,
grossing an estimated $250,000 for the period.
It is reported that 230,000 people saw the
picture. No plans have been announced for
showing the picture at any other Atlanta
theatre. Raffles opened at the "Grand" today.

A $15 World Premiere
`Donation Loge Ticket´
of GWTW…
for the Benefit of the
Georgia Civil War
Commission.

Above an advert from "The Film Daily" dated 14.12.1939.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The film´s World Premiere was followed by widespread
roadshow runs at increased admission prices.

------------------------------- GONE WITH THE WIND ------------------------------A First Anniversary Birthday Ceremony
On 12.12.1940 (not on 15.12.1940), a festive celebration (for the `Benefit of the British War
Relief Society´) of the movie´s first anniversary at Atlanta´s Loew´s "Grand Theatre". It is
reported that it had been the first time that an anniversary premiere was held for any picture.
The theatre´s entrance was decorated to resemble a huge birthday cake – with a 26-foot
cake atop the cinema´s marquee. Ticket prices for this event were: $2, $2.50 and $5.
Vivien Leigh, Laurence Olivier and Alfred Hitchcock tried to attend the festive anniversary
event, but, due to fog, they were delayed – the plane turned away from Atlanta and flew to
Augusta (located in Georgia too). Louella Stone, an Atlanta girl, previously chosen from 750
contestants as "Miss Anniversary", stepped in and had carried the show throughout the day.
The image left (the "birthday cake")
is taken from the trade magazine
"Boxoffice" dated 28.12.1940.
An article from "Motion Picture Daily"
dated 16.12.1940:
Wind Group Spied Lights of Premiere
ATLANTA, Dec. 15. – The only thing of
the Gone with the Wind anniversary
premiere Vivien Leigh, Laurence Olivier
and Alfred Hitchcock saw Thursday night,
they reported, was the misty lights of the
search beams in front of Loew´s "Grand"
cutting the murk. But the "miss-out", when
their plane was unable to land and went
on to Augusta, received as much newspaper space, if not more, than if they had
attended the premiere. They visited here
Friday on their way back to Hollywood.

This festive anniversary celebration had been prior to the film´s
upcoming general release in the USA in the following year.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Film´s 2nd Release: – in January 1941, the film had started its
second swing in the U.S. – now its general release at popular admission prices.
Right an advert
taken from the
trade magazine
"Motion Picture
Herald" dated
18.01.1941.

An article from "Motion Picture Herald" dated 11.01.1941: Engagements for Wind
Beginning January 17th, MGM has announced the opening of Gone with the Wind
in 37 engagements in key cities throughout the country – the first
general exhibition of the picture at popular prices.
The article below right is taken from "Motion Picture Daily" dated 22.01.1941:
Wind Opening at "Capitol" (New York) Tomorrow

Gone with the Wind will open at the New
York "Capitol" tomorrow for its local
general release engagement. It will be on
a continuous run, popular price basis,
running three hours and 40 minutes. On
weekdays, the price scale will be 40 cents
to 1 p.m., 50 cents to 6 p.m. and 75 cents
thereafter. On Saturday, Sunday and
holidays, the price scale is 40 cents
to 1 p.m., 55 cents to 6 p.m.
and 85 cents thereafter.
Regular prices at the house are the same
except that the morning price usually is
35 cents. Prices for the original premiere
run of the film at the "Capitol" had
ranged from 75 cents to $1.10.
Author´s note: GWTW had its first
New York premiere at 2 Broadway
cinemas simultaneously on 19.12.1939
– at the "Capitol" and the "Astor".
The article above left is from "Motion Picture Daily" dated 24.01.1941.
Gone with the Wind ran at Loew´s "Capitol Theatre" at popular admission
prices from 23.01.1941 till 19.02.1941 (4 weeks) with an aggregate gross estimated
at about $161,000. (Source: "Motion Picture Daily" dated 21.02.1941)

Above two adverts about the film´s second U.S. release at popular admission prices in
1941. Left from "Motion Picture Herald" dated 18.01.1941, and right from "The Film
Daily" dated 23.01.1941 – put Gone with the Wind on your marquee! It´s magic!

Advert above left from "Motion Picture Daily" dated 29.01.1941: Gone with the
Wind returns to the "Capitol" and tops road show records! Held over! – the interesting
article right is taken from the trade magazine "The Film Daily" dated 21.01.1941.

An article from the trade magazine "Motion Picture Herald" dated 15.03.1941:
MGM press agents in New York tell us that Vivien Leigh, now in London, dispatched a letter
to David O. Selznick, producer in Hollywood, in which she quoted Prime Minister Churchill.
After seeing Mr. Selznick´s four-hour-long Gone with the Wind, Miss (Scarlett O. Hara)
Leigh wrote Selznick how the fiery Churchill said: "I have been reduced to a pulp. There
isn´t a bone left in my body. Now I can get back to my own war."

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Film´s 3rd Release: – in February 1942. First "test runs" were organized by
MGM on 13th February in Cleveland, Houston, New Orleans, Cincinnati and on 14th
February in Buffalo (source "Motion Picture Herald" dated 24.01.1942). It opened at
New York´s "Astor Theatre" on 31.03.1942, and ran there until 11.05.1942 (6 weeks).

Two adverts about the film´s third U.S. release in 1942. Left an announcement advert:
"Again the spot-light is on Gone with the Wind" … and right: It´s S.R.O. (Standing Room
Only) at New York´s "Astor Theatre". Now! A triumphant return to the scene of its original
record-run engagement …"you really haven´t seen GWTW until you have seen it at least
twice." (Bosley Crowther, N.Y. Times). The two adverts above are taken from the trade
magazine "Motion Picture Daily" – left dated 15.01.1942, and right dated 16.04.1942.

Left from "Motion Picture Daily" dated 17.03.1942, and right from "The Film Daily"
dated 13.04.1942. GWTW ran at the "Capitol" from 23.01.1941 – 19.02.1941 (4 weeks).

---The Film´s 4th Release: – on 25.06.1947, Atlanta had been the first again! --Again this city had been honored with the first showing in all America of this great picture,
prior to its return by popular demand to the screens of the nation! MGM officially rereleased GWTW with new Technicolor masterpiece reprints at Loew´s "Grand Theatre".
Previously, the film had been shown at a lot of MGM trade shows in different American
cities. The very first trade show took place at the MGM Screen Room, 630 Ninth Avenue,
New York (New Jersey) on 28.4.1947.
.
.

Advert right from "Motion Picture Daily"
dated 23.04.1947.

.

Advert above left, GWTW at diverse MGM trade shows, from "Motion Picture
Herald" dated 24.05.1947, and right from "Boxoffice" magazine dated 05.07.1947.

Information taken from an article in "Boxoffice" magazine dated 05.07.1947:
ATLANTA – Wednesday (June 25), for the return engagement of Gone with the Wind,
mostly teen-age youngsters rushed the box-office when it opened a half hour later. Boyd Fry,
manager of the "Grand", said most of the younger set in Atlanta turned out to see if the
picture measures up to the rave notices of the press agents and their parents.

The picture´s second debut in Atlanta (author´s note: not including the movie´s festive first
anniversary screening on 12.12.1940) was quiet compared to the lavish costume ball that
followed the opening in 1939. The ball gown that Vivien Leigh wore in the picture was flown
in from the coast for possible use in an exploitation stunt.
Emery Austin, MGM´s exploitation head, did some fast thinking. He arranged to present a
print of the picture to Governor M. E. Thompson for the State Museum. The governor was
gratified. Atlantans were gratified. The State of Georgia was gratified. Thompson received
the print with the statement that the picture has given Georgia more favorable publicity than
any other single factor in history. Miss Annette McLean, curator of the State Museum,
accepted the print of the picture from the governor. It will be on permanent display.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Film´s 5th Release: – on 20.05.1954, Atlanta had celebrated the film´s
15th Anniversary Premiere with a parade to Loew´s "Grand Theatre".
Author´s note: in fact, it had been 14 years, 5 months and 5 days
after the film´s World Premiere on 15.12.1939.
Mayor William B. Hartsfield participated it. The premiere had been held for the `Benefit of
the Margaret Mitchell Memorial Scholarship Fund´. The tickets were priced at $50.00, and
were completely sold out. (Information source: "Motion Picture Daily" dated 21.05.1954)
The image left is from the
trade magazine "Motion
Picture Herald" dated
12.06.1954.
The Atlanta Loew´s
"Grand Theatre"
(it opened as `DeGive´s
Grand Opera House´ in
February of 1893) was
completely destroyed by
fire on 30th January 1978.
The actresses Ann Rutherford
(Carreen O'Hara, one of
Scarlett´s sisters in the film),
Eleanore Cammack "Cammie"
King (in the film Bonnie Blue
Butler, the little daughter of
Scarlett and Rhett Butler) and
George Murphy (an American dancer, actor, and politician) were present. Murphy acted
as master of ceremonies on various and sundry programs, including both radio and TV.

For the first time, the Technicolor film was presented in `flat´ wide screen in a ratio
of 1.75 to 1 (and later locally shown, as far as I know, in a ratio of 1.85 to 1 too) and
PERSPECTA Stereophonic Sound … "it´s just as long as it used to be, but wider."
In New York Gone with the Wind opened at
Loew´s "State Theatre" on 29.05.1954, and
ran there until 04.08.1954 – that´s 9 weeks and
4 days (or 67 days). At the time, the Fairchild
Recording Equipment Company PERSPECTA
Integrator had been installed at all Loew theatres and was used in this first major Perspecta
re-release. (The small image above left is from "Motion Picture Exhibitor" dated 02.06.1954)
-------------- 1) An article from "Motion Picture Exhibitor" dated 09.06.1954: -------------GWTW Still Making New Boxoffice Records … New York – The opening of Gone with
the Wind at Loew´s "State" (and reports from San Francisco and Atlanta) indicate that the
MGM release is headed for new records its fifth time around.
At Loew´s "State", Gone with the Wind exceeded the combined gross of the original opening
at the "Capitol" and "Astor" in four days. Loew´s "Warfield" (San Francisco) reported that
the first four days topped every film but one or two, including the original run in 1939. At
Loew´s "Grand" (Atlanta) the picture topped all other Gone with the Wind openings with
the exception of the grand premiere in 1939.
---------------- 2) An article from "Motion Picture Herald" dated 19.06.1954: ---------------Gone with the Wind, now in its fifth release, it has outgrossed every one of its previous rereleases. At Loew´s "State" in New York, where it is being shown with stereophonic sound
and on a wide screen, the picture drew a whopping $140,000 in its first two weeks.
The article left is from
"Motion Picture Herald"
dated 26.06.1954.

----------------- 3) An article from "Motion Picture Daily" dated 06.08.1954: ----------------Gone with the Wind completed a 67-day continuous performance at Loew´s "State" on
Broadway with a gross of approximately $400,000, according to MGM.
The only other film to run that long at the "State" was Annie Get Your Gun, which in the
same tenure grossed about $100,000 less than Gone with the Wind, MGM said. The latest
gross figure is an all-time mark for the theatre for that amount of time, it was said.

Above a 2-page advert about the film´s fifth U.S. release in 1954.
GWTW now presented for the first time in PERSPECTA Stereophonic Sound
and Wide Screen. Advert from "Motion Picture Herald" dated 12.06.1954.

Above another 2-page advert about the film´s fifth U.S. release in 1954.
The phenomenal grosses of GONE WITH THE WIND are a MIRACLE
of All-Time Show Business! Choice of Sound: PERSPECTA Stereophonic or
Optical 1-Channel. Advert from "Motion Picture Herald" dated 07.08.1954.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Film´s 6th Release: – on 10.03.1961 in Atlanta (GA) again. It had been a threeday observance, sponsored by the Georgia Civil War Centennial (in Tribute to the Year of
the Civil War Centennial), which included a parade of personalities on Wednesday (08.03.),
a grand Confederate Costume Ball (hosted by Gov. E. Vandiver) at the Biltmore Hotel on
Thursday (09.03.), and the festive Civil War Anniversary Premiere on Friday (10.03.1961).
Vivien Leigh (delayed in London and did not arrive until Thursday), Olivia de Havilland,
producer David O. Selznick, George Murphy (ex officio ambassador of Hollywood –
he had acted here as emcee again) and Douglas Fairbanks Jr. attended the festivities.
Mayor William B. Hartsfield, who had been master of ceremonies at the film´s World
Premiere in 1939, paid tribute to Margaret Mitchell, as did Governor Ernest Vandiver.
Author´s note: On 16.08.1949, Margaret Mitchell had passed away after a five-day
battle for life from injuries she had received when she was struck down by a
speeding motorist on Peachtree Street (Atlanta). She was only 48-years-old.
After the film´s screening on Friday, another inspiring highlight had been
the unveiling of painted portraits of Clark Gable and Miss Mitchell.

The short, illustrated report above is taken from the
trade magazine "Boxoffice" dated 27.03.1961.
Here is a YouTube clip on the event:
(166) Centennial Premiere Of "Gone With The Wind" (1961) - YouTube

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Film´s 7th Release: – on 04.10.1967, Gone with the Wind now in
70mm (Wide Screen, AR 2.20:1) and full Stereophonic Sound. With the film´s U.S.
opening, Loew´s "Grand Theatre" in Atlanta had rolled out the carpet again.

Olivia de Havilland attended the premiere. With her were the actresses Evelyn Keyes and
Ann Rutherford (performing Suellen O´Hara and Carreen O´Hara, Scarlett´s sisters in the
film), and Victor Jory (Jonas Wilkerson in the film). Read more on the event in the report´s
attached PDF file: Gone with the Wind in 70mm Wide Screen and Stereophonic Sound.
Gone with the Wind was presented in "Metrocolor" – MGM´s trade name for films that
were processed in the Kodak EASTMAN color process back then. They were produced
in MGM´s own film laboratory located in Culver City (Los Angeles) in California.

An advert about the 70mm film at Loew´s "Grand Theatre" in Atlanta.

An announcement advert about the film´s 70mm version from the
trade magazine "Kinematograph Weekly" dated 17.12.1966.

